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The Changing 
Face of Fraud
Sophisticated new attacks make it more important than 
ever for companies to stay a step ahead of fraudsters.
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As business evolves, so do those who seek to profit illegally from it. For every new tactic 
companies adopt to combat fraud, there are countless bad guys exploring new ways to wreak 
havoc, often with ramifications that go far beyond the balance sheet. 

A study by SourceMedia Research and PaymentsSource conducted on behalf of Accertify, Inc., 
shows that while credit card fraud and financial loss remain key issues to contend with, we have 
entered a new era when it comes to fraud. Businesses across all industries are more focused 
than ever on creating frictionless, customized experiences for clients that are both simplified 
and more secure. The research reveals why: A survey of employees at airlines, casino/gaming 
companies and retailers shows that what companies fear most from fraud is no longer purely 
financial loss, but customer attrition and damage to corporate reputation. (See Methodology for 
detailed information about the survey and its participants.) 

Consider the following statistics, which illustrate this point: 
 � Risk to customer satisfaction from payment fraud jumped 62% compared to 12 months 

ago—the biggest increase of any risk factor respondents were asked to rate. Corporate 
reputation was next highest, with an increase of 60%.

 � When asked to rate their companies’ overall vulnerability, 41% of respondents say they feel 
just as or more vulnerable to fraud than they did 12 months ago.

 � Non-traditional fraud is on the rise, with identity theft and gift-card fraud seeing the biggest 
jumps, having increased 44%, followed by coupon/discount/refund abuse, at 40%.

This report takes a look at these and other pressing trends, how companies are coping and 
what they can do to further fraud-proof their businesses while simultaneously improving 
customer experience.

Fraud through the Eyes of Today’s Businesses
Fraud isn’t what it used to be. The latest attacks—account takeovers, data breaches, coupon/
discount fraud—are very damaging to brands and may drive consumers to take their business 
elsewhere. “The bad guys are moving further back in the chain, they’re not just attacking at 
checkout, they’re trying to get into your accounts,” says Andrew Mortland, Vice President of 
Product at Accertify. 

The reason is that fraudsters have moved beyond making fraudulent payments and are now 
fixated on the enormous financial value locked up in consumer accounts, including loyalty 
points, rewards, stored payment methods, gift cards and coupons. Data from the study shows 
that some companies are aware of this shift and the need to evolve fraud-fighting tactics. 
Consider that when asked which three types of fraud increased the most at their company over 
the past 12 months, respondents cited identity theft (26%), coupon/discount/refund abuse 
(25%) and gift card fraud (22%). (See Figure 1.) These businesses are aware of the need to be 
vigilant as attacks are expected to increase.
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Fraud is an evolving 

enemy, keeping 

companies off 

balance. While 

advances in 

fraud protection 

continue, 

companies by no 

means have a lock 

on the problem.

Source: SourceMedia Research/PaymentsSource, October 2019
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Figure 1: Fraud Types Increasing/Concerned With

“It’s a very complex, ever-changing space” Mortland says. “So the problems you’ll see 
this year probably won’t be the same next year and many of the new attacks are very 
different than what we saw five years ago.”

While traditionally, fraud prevention has been an exercise in saving money, it 
is morphing into one of saving face. This is evident in the data, which points to 
customer satisfaction and corporate reputation as the greatest pain points for 
companies when it comes to fraud. Meanwhile, financial losses, traditionally a top 
concern, ranked fourth (see Figure 2). 
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— Andy Mortland,  

Accertify

Figure 2: Impact of Payments Fraud
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Source: SourceMedia Research/PaymentsSource, October 2019

“Now, if I get a hold of your account, and I drain your loyalty points, or I ship a bunch of goods 
to an address you don’t know, you don’t feel safe doing business with that company,” Mortland 
says. “You might decide you’re going to take your business elsewhere. From a corporate 
reputation perspective, whether it’s a data breach, people’s accounts being taken over or it took 
me two weeks to set things right with my airline, those are big problems that are different than 
just a financial loss.”

One consistent trend is that the web continues to be the avenue of choice for fraudsters, 
accounting for 35% of total financial losses companies experienced in the past 12 months. Also 
a risk, but less so: mobile (19%), call centers (16%), kiosks (14%) and chat support (11%). (See 
Figure 3.) 
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Figure 3: Payment Fraud Channel Origination
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PaymentsSource, October 2019
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A crucial change is that today’s fraudsters do more than just steal credit card numbers. In terms 
of fraud types, those related to identity theft (44%), gift cards (44%) and coupon/discounts/
refunds abuse (40%) are the most prevalent (see Figure 4).

“It’s rather easy for a bad guy just to go set up fake account after fake account after fake 
account for certain types of abuses,” Mortland says. 

In so doing, fraudsters can take advantage of promotional offers and discount codes that many 
companies offer. Fraud of this type often flies under the radar because what the bad guys 
are doing isn’t typically viewed as a high-risk event,” Mortland says. “No money is changing 
hands, somebody is just setting up an account. But actually, there are some big risks there for 
merchants.”

For this reason, it’s imperative that companies take a more holistic approach to fighting fraud. 

Evolving Fraud Detection and Prevention
The most effective way of solving these new types of attacks is to regularly assess a user’s 
actions and behaviors beyond just the transactions being made. “Businesses should be alert 
to all account-related interactions, watching for sudden changes or anomalies,” Mortland says. 
“Learn which users to trust and which to turn away by taking advantage of modern fraud-
fighting technology—machine learning, user behavioral analytics and device intelligence.”

Survey data shows that companies are on the right track. Account transaction monitoring is the 
most used fraud prevention solution, used by 53% of respondents. Digital identity verification 
(45%), device intelligence (42%), user behavior analytics (37%), multi-factor authentication (36%) 
and machine-learning technology (36%) are also in play, but should be even more so, Mortland 
contends (see Figure 5). 

“Businesses should 

take advantage 

of modern fraud-

fighting technolgy—
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user behavior 

analytics and device 

intelligence.”

— Andy Mortland,  

Accertify

Figure 4: Fraud Types Experienced

Source: SourceMedia Research/
PaymentsSource, October 2019
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Figure 5: Fraud Prevention Solutions Being Used
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“There’s no silver bullet—there’s no one way to stop bad guys and take good care of your 
customers—so what you want is an approach that is multifaceted,” Mortland says.

In terms of what they think is working best to prevent fraud, respondents see account 
monitoring/fraud detection, digital identity verification solutions and device intelligence as the 
top three, with strategies like multi-factor analysis not far behind (see Figure 6).

Figure 6: Technology Solutions Considered Strongest
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When looking for 

partners to combat 

fraud, finding one 

with expertise in 

your particular 

industry is key, 

because of the 

nuances of how 

fraud takes shape.

And companies are putting their money where their mouth is, with 48% of respondents 
planning to increase fraud monitoring over the next 12 months, among other investments 
planned (see Figure 7). Given the somewhat “cat and mouse” nature of fraud attacks/fraud 
prevention, as one survey respondent notes, it stands to reason that companies see an ongoing 
need for investments in anti-fraud solutions.

“If you don’t watch what is happening at the front door, it’s much more difficult to detect the 
problems once somebody’s in,” Mortland says. “And so when I look across different kinds of 
industries, there’s a rather simple message: Pay attention to what’s happening on your site, not 
just at the checkout.” Be vigilant when customers are setting up accounts and logging in, and 
when changing personal information like shipping addresses or passwords. “It’s just really a 
message about early warning,” he says.

Blessing, Not a Burden
When looking for partners to combat fraud, finding one with expertise in your particular 
industry is key, because the nuances of how fraud takes shape in the airline industry versus 
retail or gaming are different. It’s also critical not to fixate on any single solution or technology 
as the ultimate answer. Instead, seek partners that are consultative, adaptive and above all can 
cater for a variety of your fraud prevention tactics and needs. 

As Tom Doner, Director of Client Onboarding at Accertify shares, “When I worked on the 
merchant side, one thing I always looked for in a vendor was a partner: a company that offers 
scalable solutions and continually evolves their offerings, and layers client feedback into their 
products. I always viewed fighting fraud as a journey—and wanted a partner to join me, not just 
another vendor.”

A partner that helps connect you with peers—perhaps even competitors—to share learnings 
and data is critically important as well. “We do a lot to really foster that kind of community 
notion of, ‘We’re all in this together to fight the bad guys,’ and that has been incredibly 
powerful,” Mortland says. 

Figure 7: Anti-fraud Investments Planned
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Source: SourceMedia Research/
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By adopting a multi-

faceted approach 

that incorporates 

community insight, 

businesses can 

experience a 

paradigm shift, 

from regarding 

fraud protection as 

a burden to a boon 

to business and 

customers alike. 

In so doing, companies can leverage community reputational data to ward off attacks 
or, crucially, avoid shutting down legitimate transactions with good customers by being 
overly aggressive. Yet, companies appear to have a blindside when it comes to community 
reputational data, as only 7% of survey respondents consider it an effective fraud solution, 
while 22% view it the weakest technology in helping to fight fraud.

By adopting a multi-faceted approach that incorporates community insight, businesses can 
experience a paradigm shift, from regarding fraud protection as a burden to a boon to business 
and customers alike. “If you can look a little bit outside of your walls and use the collective 
expertise of your peers, you can be incredibly effective at both stopping the bad guys and 
helping your good customers,” Mortland says.

Conventional wisdom says fighting fraud and profitability tend to be mutually exclusive, but 
they don’t have to be. The right approach can reduce risk and loss while actually increasing 
sales and approval rates, he says. “You can win on both sides.”

The Future of the Industry
As one might expect, the topic of payments fraud and the future of the payments industry bring 
out opinions from those involved in the day to day operations. To gauge their views on where 
things are headed, survey respondents were asked how much they agree or disagree with 
various future-related statements. The responses, as seen in Figure 8, provide insight into what 
these professionals expect to happen over the coming years. 

The Federal Reserve Bank’s development of FedNow (which will allow all banks in the U.S. to offer 24/7 
realtime payment services) will help in mitigating fraud in the payments/merchants industries  

31%

Machine learning will help payment service providers in fraud detection

34%

Payments firms will continue to invest in advanced authentication technologies to fight fraud and data breaches
40%

Source: SourceMedia Research/PaymentsSource, October 2019

Many of these respondents also offer additional thoughts on the challenges facing them and 
their companies moving forward, including: 

 � “As fast as we develop tools to combat 
existing fraud detection new methods of 
committing fraud are developed.”

 � “I think it is essential to keep the systems 
updated to avoid new forms of fraud.”

 � “This is an area that seems overwhelming to 
keep up with if you don’t have  
outside advice.”

 � “The reputation risk from hurting customers 
is of paramount importance to us.”

 � “I think the rising cost of fraud prevention 
and the increased risk of international 
fraud via IP address spoofing and similar 
methods will place upward pressure on 
merchant services charges, particularly in 
automated payment systems.”

What is clear from the research is that the issue of payments fraud will continue to be relevant 
to industry professionals and that staying abreast of the latest developments, ideally with the 
help of an industry partner, will be an ongoing key to success. 

Figure 8: Attitudes about the Future of the Industry
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By the Numbers: Industry Breakouts
While some trends are universal, fraud does not always 
affect every industry equally. Data from  
the survey shows distinct patterns, based on  
business type. 

For example, identity theft was by far the most prevalent 
type of attack over the past 12 months among airlines and 
casinos/gaming companies, while retailers experienced 
gift-card fraud the most, followed by coupon/discount/
refund abuse (see Figure 1). 

When looking at which types of fraud increased the most 
in the past 12 months, we see differences in the sectors 
in the areas of identity theft, friendly fraud and account 
takeover (see Figure 2).

Looking at fraud prevention solutions by industry, account 
transaction monitoring and digital identity verification 
are the most popular tactics across all the three business 
categories surveyed. But casinos/gaming companies show 
a penchant for cutting-edge tech solutions and are more 
likely than retailers to be using machine learning and 
biometric categories to fight fraud. Airlines, however, are 
more likely than other companies to be using geolocation 
solutions (see Figure 3).

Here are some other distinct patterns that 
emerged from the data:

 � Retailers are more likely than gaming companies to 
perceive account transaction monitoring as one of 
the strongest fraud prevention solutions; gaming 
companies are more likely than airlines and retailers 
to perceive geolocation solutions as a strong fraud 
prevention method  

 � Airline and gaming companies are more likely than 
retailers to perceive biometric categories and digital 
identity verification solutions as weak in fighting fraud  

 � Airline and gaming companies are more likely than 
retailers to indicate that user behavior analytics, 
machine learning and clickstream analysis are 
important fraud prevention solution features 

 � Transaction screening and user behavior analytics are 
perceived to be more effective among airlines than 
gaming companies and retailers 

 � Across all company types, increasing fraud monitoring 
is the top anti-fraud investment planned in the next 
year; however, airline and gaming companies are more 
likely than retailers to hire fraud prevention personnel

Figure 3: Fraud Prevention Solutions Using by Industry

Source: SourceMedia Research/PaymentsSource, October 2019
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Figure 1: Fraud Types Experienced by Industry

Source: SourceMedia Research/PaymentsSource, October 2019
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Figure 2: Increase in Fraud Types by Industry 

Source: SourceMedia Research/PaymentsSource, October 2019
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About Accertify
Accertify is a wholly owned subsidiary of American Express and a leading provider of fraud 
prevention, chargeback management and payment gateway solutions. Formed in 2007, its 
engineers, analysts, designers and thought leaders help eCommerce merchants around 
the globe thrive by taking a proactive approach to managing risk and driving down online 
fraud.  www.accertify.com

About SourceMedia Research
SourceMedia Research provides full custom B2B research solutions for marketers, 
agencies and other targeting business sectors, such as accounting, banking, payments, 
mortgage, insurance, HR/employee benefits and wealth management. SourceMedia 
Research is a unit of SourceMedia, whose B2B media brands include Accounting Today, 
Financial Planning, American Banker, The Bond Buyer and Employee Benefit News. 
 www.sourcemedia.com

Methodology
Accertify partnered with SourceMedia Research and PaymentsSource to better understand 
payments fraud trends and prevention strategies employed by merchants. An online 
survey was conducted in September/October 2019 among 324 merchants, including 
employees at casino/gaming organizations (27%), retail/e-commerce establishments (24%), 
airlines (19%), hotels/hospitality organizations (12%), restaurants (12%) and travel/tour 
companies (6%) who are knowledgeable about payments fraud technology. 

Highlights of respondent statistics: 

 � 30% are managers or senior managers; 29% are C-level; 21% are director-level 

 � 28% are in general management; 25% are in information security/technology; 10% are 
in operations

 � 33% have less than $1 billion in revenue; 17% have $1B to less than $5B; 15% have $25B 
to less than $50B


